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About This Game

It's been 30 years since a terrible arson attack erased an entire family. Until today the culprit has been on the loose. You are sent
to investigate a similar incident in this narrative exploration game.

Irresponsible police detective (and part-time alcoholic) Gary Price is sent to investigate the murder of forest ranger Mike Hill.
This is Gary’s last chance to save his job, as his boss Chief Gonzales grows impatient. Navigate Gary through this narrative

exploration game and discover the truth about Mike Hill’s death!

The story of Scorch takes place in Beaverton, Oregon. As you play the game you can take in the beautiful scenery of the
Tualatin Hills Nature Park. Uncover small mysterious as you interact with the environment: opening doors, drawers, even

messing with the TV.

Gonzales will give you calls in regular intervals to check up on you and make sure you're not slacking off. Keep in mind you
only have one day to solve the case. Finally, be wary of calling in the suspect: you only get one shot to answer her questions at

the end.

Inside the game Gary can use his phone to organize and inspect evidence, answer calls from Gonzales, and review memos he
receives while playing the game. Scorch features an original soundtrack and full voice acting.

If you're a fan of Firewatch and Gone Home, you'll love this game.
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The graphics are ok, but the game feels clunky and quite unpolished, it may have potential, but first things have to be fixed first.
Character aiming doesn't feel right, for example there is a jump of angle if you want to aim slightly below the horizontal line,
you can't because the character will aim way too low. The character can get stuck on objects such as cars when turning 180
degrees the motion is choppy. The whole gameplay doesn't feel right... Although In a way it reminded me of Deadlight, as of
now I really can't recommend this game to anyone, since there are many better side scrollers to play out there.. Scorch has a nice
post apocalyptic setting, decent graphics, terrible hitbox and horrible controls! Could have been a nice little game if the devs
would fix it. Looks nice, but doesn't play nice.. Looks good, gameplay bad.. If your the game dev and your reading this its gonna
be addressed to you. First of all your graphics are awsome! But it gets boring after about an hour of play. I would have some
more voice actors and give the nameless enemies some charater! It also i think it would be awsome with some story like your
going out to find your lost son or something of that nature and the raiders your killing is to get to a boss to get more info on
finding said person. If you came out with a game like that i would buy it in a heart beat! But in the current state i wouldnt
recommend buying this game. it just doesnt have any content to play. its the same thing over and over! Also for the love of god
please put in a check point system as like a level diffculty! It made it diffcult to record this for a lets play!. I'll have to give it a
thumbs down, it feels like a too early release to me.

If you jump in to the game it uses wasd for movement or arrowkeys but it never tells you what the jumpbutton is (other than
spacebar)
Same with controller, you can move around with left thumbstick and jump with Y but you can't shoot\/crouch.
On KBD, when I tried wasd I don't know what W does....

I did love the post apocalyptic scenery but I did unfortunately enough not enjoy the gameplay and its mechanics.... Although I
believe this game was relased a bit early I still really like the concept of it. There is only one mode as of now and two different
maps. That really doesn't make it a game you can play for a long time without being bored. I could get into the game and really
enjoy it in the future. It just needs some work. I still strongly believe the game is worth giving a try especially if it gets updates
often. If you decide to give it a try definetly do the tutorial before anything. This game has potential.. Maybe it's not the best
side scroller that I've played, but it's a good one.

+ Graphics (I like the art very much)
+ Music (great background - not aggressive, quite kind for the ears)
+ Gameplay (Yeah! There are some bugs - like getting stuck in a car, because you jumped or didn't jump in the right moment,
but it's not that often)
+ Sounds (If an enemy walking from the left - you can hear him on the left. If from the right - you hear him from the right.
Nicely done, but repetitive as ****)
+ Difficulty level (Not very difficult, buy not really easy. Just in point.)
+ Post-apo!

- Repetitive
- No checkpoints in levels (which adding a little cursing to the experience)
- I think that there is no hard story in it (which is a big CON for me)
- Climat isn't as dark and heavy as it should be in post-apo.
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So, for me, it's a stong 3.5\/5
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A good concept of a game with poor execution.

First Impression Gameplay: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=eCWXJ8Q7qx0&feature=youtu.be

First the good:
 I really enjoy the art style. I get "This War of Mine" vibes, which is the main reason I bought this. The soundtrack is decent,
and the story seems interesting.

Now the bad:
Voice acting is poor and you hear the same phrases uttered over and over again every-time an enemy enters the screen. When an
enemy does enter the screen, there is a pretty good chance they will shoot you before you can react. I understand this is a side
scroller, but not a whole lot of warning before you get lazered from an enemies assault rifle. Glitches are rampant. Enemies will
try and shoot you through the floor, you character can get stuck in the crouching animation, the shotgun does not seem to work
at all, hit detection is very bad, and you character will get stuck trying to jump over objects. And all of that was discovered with
me playing the game under 15 minutes.

All in all, I recommend a hard pass until the Devs can push some updates to fix the issues plaguing this game.
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